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### Memo for PSB from Acting Director with draft outline,
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### Draft outline of Covert Annex to D-40
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### Memo for C-PAD from C-PAD
Comments on Draft of D-40
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### Memo for Mr. [Redacted] from C-NEA
Tactical Opportunities and Targets in the NEA Area for the Exploitation of Stalin's Death
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### Memo for [Redacted] from CWE
WE Division Appendix to Covert Annex
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### Memo for [Redacted] from CWH
Suggested themes in ref. to Death of Stalin and the new Malenkov Regime
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### Covert Annex - USSR
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### EE Appendix to Covert Annex
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### SE Appendix to Covert Annex
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### Memo for DPP from CFE
FE Division Contribution to Covert Annex of PSB Plan for Psychological Exploitation of Stalin's Death
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### International Organizations appendix
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### Draft, Covert Psychological Operations Annex to Plan for Psychological Exploitation of Stalin's Death
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### Memo for CIO from CIO
Draft outline plan for psy. exploitation of Stalin's death
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18 Mar. 53  
Memo for [Redacted]
Comments on Plan for Psy. Exp. of Stalin's Death

18 Mar. 53
IO comments on draft of covert annex

19 Mar. 53
PSB paper, Staff Support for PSB Implementation of NSC Action 734 d (3)

20 Mar. 53
Memo for DCI from DD/P
Comments on draft outline plan for psy. exp. of Stalin's Death

23 Mar. 53
Memo for PSB from Acting Director, with Plan for Psychological Exploitation of Stalin's Death

19 Mar. 53
Covert Psychological Operations Annex to Plan for Psychological Exploitation of Stalin's Death

23 Mar. 53
Memo for Files from [Redacted]
Member Agency Designee, Working Group (Stalin) WGS

2 Apr. 53
Memo for Acting Director, PSB, from DCI
CIA Annex to Plan for Stalin's Death (PSB D-40, 20 Mar. 53)

3 Apr. 53
Memo for AC/PP from CWE
Comments on PSB D-40

9 Apr. 53
Changes and additions for PSB D-40

14 Apr. 53
Memo for WGS from Acting Director, PSB
Agenda, WGS Meeting, 15 April

15 Apr. 53
Memo to DD/P from G. D. Jackson with copy of Eisenhower's Speech of 16 April.

5 Apr. 53
Foreign Radio Reaction to Pres. Eisenhower's speech of 16 April before The American Society of Newspaper Editors

0 Apr. 53

3 Apr. 53
Approved D-40
Plan for Psychological Exploitation of Stalin's Death

4 Apr. 53
Memo for [Redacted]
Draft of first report to Chairman of PSB.
23 Apr. 53  Memo of Informal PSB Meeting, 23 Apr. 53

1 May 53   Memo for WGS from Acting Director, PSB
            WGS meeting, 5 May

5 May 53   Address by Harold E. Stassen, Director for Mutual Security,
            before American Bar Association, Richmond, Va., 5 May 53